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One of the authors of the Policy Exchange report on academic free speech thinks it

is "ridiculous" to expect him to accurately portray an incident at Cardiff University

in his study, both in the reporting and in a question put to a student sample.

This is ridiculous. Students were asked for their views on this example and several others. The study findings and

conclusions were about student responses not the substance of each case. Could\u2019ve used hypotheticals. The

responses not the cases were the basis of the conclusions.

— Eric Kaufmann (@epkaufm) February 17, 2021

Here is the incident Kaufmann incorporated into his study, as told by a Cardiff professor who was there. As you can see, the

incident involved the university intervening to *uphold* free speech principles:

https://t.co/c0aOGU9aUZ

The UK govt\u2019s paper on free speech in Unis (with implications for Wales) is getting a lot of attention.

Worth noting then that an important part of the evidence-base on which it rests relates to (demonstrably false) claims

about my own institution

1/https://t.co/buoGE7ocG7

— Richard Wyn Jones (@RWynJones) February 16, 2021

Here is the first mention of the Greer at Cardiff incident in Kaufmann's report. It refers to the "concrete case" of the

"no-platforming of Germaine Greer". Any reasonable reader would assume that refers to an incident of no-platforming

instead of its opposite.

Here is the next mention of Greer in the report. The text asks whether the University "should have overruled protestors" and

"stepped in...and guaranteed Greer the right to speak". Again the strong implication is that this did not happen and Greer

was "no platformed".
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The authors could easily have added a footnote at this point explaining what actually happened in Cardiff. They did not.

Here is another section of the text, where the authors consider where students "acquired their opinion" about the "Greer

case". Again, the implication is that the "Greer case" is, as it was initially described, an incident of university sanctioned

no-platforming

And here is the kicker - the actual question asked to students in the study. This quite clearly presents the Greer incident as a

matter of historical fact, which occurred as presented. It is not presented as a scenario or thought experiment.



The question is deceptive. It asks students to pass judgement on an actual university failing to intervene to prevent the

actual cancellation of an actual event. But the actual university in question *did* intervene to ensure the actual event *did

occur*.

Why does all this matter? Because the report in question is being used to argue for heavy handed government interventions

to deal with universities' alleged failure to protect free speech. Kaufmann, one of the main authors, has written in emotive

language of "woke sorcerers"

who must be prevented from suppressing free debate. Any academic should be free to criticise university policy and culture.

But that criticism should be grounded in factual evidence. The evidence presented as fact in this case is nothing of the sort.

This is not a minor error. The study questionnaire could have presented cases as scenarios or thought experiments. It did

not. It presented the case in question as fact. The report could have caveated the findings, explaining the real context. It did

not.

These errors, and the reasons they are problematic, have been pointed out to Kaufmann. He has dismissed them as

"ridiculous". You can judge for yourselves - I have presented all the evidence here. Personally, I think it is "ridiculous" than

an academic misrepresent in this way

Therefore, I ask again that Kaufmann take the step he has so far resisted taking, and amend his report to include a correct

statement about the event in Cardiff, making it clear to his readers (who include the Education Secretary, who has cited this

report heavily) are aware

that an event he presents to his student sample, and presents to his readers, as an incident of a university failing to stand up

to a no-platforming campaign was in fact an incident of a university standing against a no-platforming campaign and

ensuring an event happens.

I hope that @epkaufm will reconsider his views on this and amend his report. He should also apologise to Cardiff University

for misrepresenting their behaviour repeatedly with regards the Greer case.

https://twitter.com/epkaufm


Further testimony on this from the individual responsible for organising and managing the Germaine Greer event at Cardiff:

https://t.co/0PxLlWLxxh

Not spoken up until now, but I was in charge of organising and managing the Germaine Greer event at Cardiff

University in 2015.

I can assure everyone that it most definitely went ahead because the whole thing still haunts my dreams.

https://t.co/SecUTA5IBG

— Jack Bailey (@PoliSciJack) February 18, 2021
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